Manually configuration on Apple “Safari” internet browser

Below is a step-by-step guide on how you could configure proxy on your Apple Safari for Browse the internet at UNITEN.

**Step0:** Open up Safari go to General Safari Setting -> Preferences:

NOTICE:

However Apple safari is using same proxy as used by internet explorer so if you have already set proxy in IE then you don’t need to set Proxy again for Apple Safari but if you haven’t set proxy then you can follow this method.
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**Step1:** To set proxy in Apple Safari Go to **Preferences** (Top-Right Side) > Click on **Advanced** > Click on **Proxies** and you can change Proxy from there.

![Proxy Settings in Apple Safari](image)

**NOTICE:**

However Apple Safari is using same proxy as used by internet explorer so if you have already set proxy in IE then you don’t need to set Proxy again for Apple Safari but if you haven’t set proxy then you can follow this method.
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Step 2: Click on the LAN Settings
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**Step3**: In the **Proxy Server** section, click “use the proxy server for your LAN” and “Bypass proxy server for local addresses”.

**Step4**: Put the Proxy Server address: **tmg.uniten.edu.my** Port **8080**

**Step5**: Click **Ok** to finish the Configuration.

**Step6**: **Open** the Safari Browser and it will **prompt** a box for username and password.
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Step7: Please type the Staff or Student ID in the box and click log in button.
Step8: Please tick to “remember this password”

Step9: Your browser will automatic connected to internet.